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Abstract
This document summarises some of the impressions and information gained during
a visit to the United States to survey research in ~icroprogramming and
system organisation. The visit was under~aken in September, 1971, with the
help of support from a Science Rese~rch Council Grant for r e s earch on Microprogrammed System Organisations.
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As the preprints for the workshop (Ref. 1) indicate, few papers of broad
interest wer e submitted for presentation, so only four formal papers were
incluaed. The remainde~ of the workshop was composed of panel discussions.
Of the papers, the most directly relev~~t to our work was that of Rosin and
Freider (State u·1iVersity of New York, Buffc1lo), 'l\n Environment for Re search
in Microprogramming', which presented the story 0f the Computer Science group
at Buffalo's choice of a microprogramroable computer : culminating in a clescrip·tion of the QM-1, a machine designed a t Buffa lo and und er construction in
an associated company (Nanodata Inc.). The machine contains several novel
features offering very great flexibility in micropro~ranuning. The benefit
to be derived from this flexibility are only partially evident at present.
The panel discussions were on the whole notable for a lack of contribut:i.ons
based on specific experience. Exceptions to this includec a panel on
'J.'eaching Microprogramming, where the concensus was that microprogramming
should be given prominance in courses on computer Architecture and System
Design, and that students could successfully undertake ~ourse work involving
micropro~ramming with minimal previous programming experience .
Another panel discussed 'firmware techniques', several hardw.:ire functions and
firmware techniques were mentioned , some notes of the se are available (2).
No clear evaluation of techniques was considered r:ossible at present.
A topic that received frequent attention both from researchers and from
manufacturers' representatives was 'high-level language interpretation'. All
are aware of the potentia l of microprogramming in th~s area . It ha~
been widely recognised that most existing languages in widespread use are
not amenable to t .his treatment. Attention ~'1as therefore been diverted almost
exculsively to APL (Iverson) and SHOBOL ~ - Some are also no~ speaking of
extensions to these lar::guages to make them more attractive for run-of-the-mi ·•.l
problems.
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Computer Science Department,

u.c.,

Santa Cruz

Dr. Jim Haynes and Dr. H. Huskey are responsible for an NSF-funded project
to design and build a linked set of mini- proc e ssors suitable for a sm.:i.11,
low-cost, educational time-sharing service. The project will adopt philosophies similar to those stated in Haynes' paper (3) where these are appropriate to the size of s ysto~ proposed.
Professor w. McKeeman will be an sabbntical at the Univeristy of Toronto for
the coming acad emic year.

Stanford Linear

Accelerator

Laboratory, Systems Labo~tory

Professor H. S::1al' s grmp have been using a Standard Computers IC-7000 for
ahout a year to ccnduct research into the use of m~croprogrammable computers.
Their work has been in three areas:
(1) High-level l a nguage interpretation (APL, SNOBOL 4)
(2) Microprogramming aids
(3) Measurement of system performance
None of these efforts has reached a fully developDd state. The level of
experience in micro~ograrnming and the number of people involved is impressive.
Several reports (6) on work at SLAC are in transit from the U.S. at the time
of writing.

Universi1:x_ of California at B~rkel~y ,_ _Computer Sy_stE:~i:..!_esearch Project

This is a project using multiple META-4 computers to implement a time-sharing
system with "security equivalent to that proJ"ided Ly lock and key" between
the virtual machines seen by each user. This conc ept, based on military
and government requirements appears to have had a strong influence on the
design of a system in which inter-process protection is defined at the
vitual machine level rather than at the level of data access mechanisms.
The papersreccived (4) and the discussions held with Professor Baskin and
Mr. R. Fabry did not indicate that many novol concepts were involved,.
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University of California at Irvine, Computer -~~ieE~ Department

The principal purpose of this visit was to observe the graphics system
develcpecl by Professor W.M. Newman using a large tirae-shared PDP .. lo with
Imlac displays. The system was in general use by staff and students, who
program in Euler,, wi th a library of procedures for grapnical operations.
Several interesting applications have been c1eveloped and the use of the
graphics system and of the PDP-10 time-sharing system was impressively
convenient.
Professor Newman is working on an 'incremental ' Eul er compile. ~
which will allow on-line program modificati0ns during execution. He is
interested in the application of microprogramming to the implementation
of a low-cost graphics system,
Professor D. Farber is responsible for a mini-computer network project,
based on a ring of communicating proce ssors format. Message addresses are
decoded by a small associative hardware unit at each note in the ring.
Professor P. Freeman has been concerned in an effort with Carnegie
University on an extendable software system (6).

IEEE

1971

Computer

Conference,

Mellon

Boston

A session a.t this confer ence wa s devoted to microprogramming techniques.
The contributions are in the Proceedings (7). The panel discussion at this
session indicated a wide range of views on the role of microprogramming, with
n.. Hassitt, tIBM) and l\ .F. Rosin (SUNY, Buffalo) arguing for high-level
system applications a nd Professor M. Wilkes c:~1J G. Hoff (Honeywell) taking a
more conservative view.
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Meeting with Mr. J. Bloom, Digital Development Corporatio:2_

DDC will be supplying the writeable contrcl store for the MEMBERS machine.
The interface has been fabricated and a plated-wire memory will be supplied
shortly by Mei--nory Systems. Inc .
The development appears to be progressing satisfactorily and-the system is
expected to meet its specification. Several points concerning the use of
the control store were clarified at the meeting •
.,

Conclus ions

Several University and industrial research groups investigating the
application of microprogramming to languag e and system implementation. No
clear goals for this research have yet emerged. Extensions to APL are the only
innovations in language design that I have encountered .
A lack of appropriate general purpose microprogrammable machines is undoubtedly
hampering research at present.
On the other hand, the high degree of inter est in systems for the direct
interpretation of hiJ h-level langua0es by microprograms seems likely to
generate some interesting results in the near future.
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